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Minmax regret optimization aims at finding robust solutions that per-
form best in the worst-case, compared to the respective optimum objective
value in each scenario. Even for simple uncertainty sets like boxes, most
polynomially solvable optimization problems have strongly NP-hard min-
max regret counterparts. Thus, heuristics with performance guarantees
can potentially be of great value, but only few such guarantees exist.
A very easy but effective approximation technique is to compute the
midpoint solution of the original optimization problem, which aims at
optimizing the average regret, and also the average nominal objective. It
is a well-known result that the regret of the midpoint solution is at most 2
times the optimal regret. Besides some academic instances showing that
this bound is tight, most instances reveal a way better approximation
ratio.
We introduce a new lower bound for the optimal value of the minmax
regret problem. Using this lower bound we state an algorithm that gives
an instance dependent performance guarantee of the midpoint solution
for combinatorial problems that is at most 2. The computational com-
plexity of the algorithm depends on the minmax regret problem under
consideration; we show that the sharpened guarantee can be computed in
strongly polynomial time for several classes of combinatorial optimization
problems.
To illustrate the quality of the proposed bound, we use it within a
branch and bound framework for the robust shortest path problem. In
an experimental study comparing this approach with a bound from the
literature, we find a considerable improvement in computation times.
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1 Introduction
Robust optimization is a paradigm for optimization under uncertainty, that
has been receiving increasing attention over the last two decades. While many
variants of robust optimization exist, most aim at optimizing the worst-case
performance of a solution without knowledge of a probability distribution over
the uncertain input data. For general surveys on robust optimization, see [7, 8,
10].
One of the most well-known approaches in robust optimization is to mini-
mize the maximum difference in the objective value of the robust solution over
all scenarios, compared to the best possible objective value achievable in each
scenario. This approach is usually known as minmax regret, see [4, 13].
However, due to its min-max-min structure, these problems are typically
very hard to solve, both from a theoretical and a practical point of view (for
theoretical complexity, we refer to [1, 4, 6], while practical complexity is demon-
strated, e.g., for the minmax regret spanning tree problem [11, 14, 18]).
Thus, heuristic algorithms with performance guarantees are highly desirable;
however, only few such heuristics for minmax regret versions of general combi-
natorial problem exists. To the best of our knowledge, the heuristic with the
current best approximation ratio of 2 for interval data is the midpoint algorithm
[9, 12].
While there exist academic instances that show the tightness of this approx-
imation ratio, the midpoint solution shows a considerably better performance in
practice. In this paper we present an instance-dependent approach to determine
an upper bound on the approximation ratio that is always at most 2. While this
approach can be applied to any combinatorial optimization problem, we discuss
problem types where this bound can be computed in strongly polynomial time.
Furthermore, we analyze the performance of the proposed bound within a
branch and bound (BB) framework for the robust shortest path problem. Com-
paring the bound with the one proposed in [15], we find considerable improve-
ments in computation times.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
recapitulate the formal definition of the minmax regret problem, and introduce
necessary notation. The main part of this paper is the lower bound on minmax
regret problems introduced in Section 3, which is then used to derive stronger
upper bounds on the approximation ration of the midpoint solution. To this end,
a partial problem needs to be solved, which is described in detail in Section 4.
We proceed to discuss how this bound can be computed for the shortest path
problem, the minimum spanning tree problem, the assignment problem, and the
min s− t cut problem in the same section. Section 5 describes how to apply the
analysis to partially fixed solutions, and how this can be used within a branch
and bound algorithm. In Section 6 we present computational data to compare
our bound to other approaches. Finally, we conclude this work and point out
further research questions in Section 7.
2
2 Minmax Regret Problems and Notation
Many classical combinatorial optimization problem (e.g., shortest path, min cut,






where X ⊆ {0, 1}n denotes the set of feasible solutions. We refer to (P) as the
classic optimization problem.
In contrast to classical optimization where one assumes to know the set
of feasible solutions and the cost function exactly, in robust optimization it
is assumed to have uncertainty in the set of feasible solution and/or the cost
function. In this paper, as usual for minmax regret optimization, we consider
the case where the set of feasible solution is known and only the cost function
is uncertain. That is, instead of considering only one specific cost vector c we
assume to have an uncertainty set U ⊆ Rn of different possible cost vectors c.
Note that uncertainty in the set of feasible solutions can be easily included in
this setting, if one follows the conservative approach of considering only solutions
that are feasible in all scenarios (see also [13]).
There are several ways to reformulate such an uncertain optimization prob-
lem to a well-defined problem formulation, the robust counterpart [10]. Here we
consider the approach of minmax regret optimization. The regret is defined as
the difference between the realized objective value and the best possible objec-











where val∗c := miny∈X
∑n
i=1 ciyi denotes the best possible objective value in
scenario c ∈ U .
As frequently done for such problems, we consider uncertainty sets U which





Unfortunately, the minmax regret problem has a higher computational com-
plexity than the original optimization problem in most cases. For example, the
minmax regret problem of the shortest path problem, which is a polynomially
solvable problem for a positive cost vector c, is already strongly NP-complete
even if we have interval uncertainty [5].
A very important scenario for the interval uncertainty is the midpoint sce-
nario where every entry of the cost vector ci is just the average of the lower





As NP-complete problems are often hard to solve exactly, one can try to find
approximate optimal solutions in polynomial time. One such approach is to use
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the the midpoint solution





which can be computed by solving the midpoint scenario of the classical opti-
mization problem of type (P). The midpoint solution is always a 2-approximation
[12]. In other words, the regret of the midpoint solution xmid is always not more
than two times the regret of the optimal solution to (R).
Unfortunately, there are problem instances where this approximation guar-
antee is tight. But for a lot of instances the midpoint solution has smaller regret
than two times the optimum regret, and is often even an optimal solution to (R).
As the 2−approximation result is tight we can of course not improve this results
for all instances. But we can show how one can try to improve the approxima-
tion guarantee for specific instances with only small computational effort. To
do so we show at first an easy technique to find a lower bound for the optimal
value of the minmax regret problem and afterwards use this so obtained lower
bound to improve the 2−approximation guarantee when the instance is known.
Furthermore, one consequence of our new analysis method is the already proven
2−approximation guarantee for the midpoint solution.
To simplify the presentation we introduce some more notation. We abbrevi-
ate N := {1, . . . , n}. We denote by val(x, c) := ∑ni=1 cixi the value of a solution
x for the cost vector c. Furthermore, denote by opt(c) = arg minx∈X
∑n
i=1 cixi
any optimal solution of the classic optimization problem for a given cost vector
c, and by Reg(x) = maxc∈U val(x, c)− val∗c the regret for solution x. We write
OPT for minx∈X Reg(x).
Note that we do not use any probability distribution in the above definition
of the minmax regret problem. Still, we make use of probability distributions
in the following analysis. To this end, denote by P a probability distribution,
and by EP (·) the expected value with respect to P . We follow the convention
to denote random variables with capital letters (e.g., we write C instead of c to
denote random cost vectors).
We specify the elements that are chosen in a solution x ∈ X by x = {i ∈
N : xi = 1}. Furthermore, we define the worst-case scenario of x as cx, where
cxi :=
{
ci if i ∈ x
ci if i /∈ x
.
This definition extends to vectors cS ∈ U , where S is any subset of N . One
directly finds the following result, which is also shown in [4].
Lemma 2.1. For all x ∈ X , we have that Reg(x) = val(x, cx)− val∗cx .
3 A General Lower Bound for Minmax Regret
Problems
The following observation is crucial for the later analysis.
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Observation 3.1. Let any probability distribution P over the uncertainty set
U be given, such that EP (val(x,C)− val∗C) exists for all x ∈ X . Then,
Reg(x) = max
c∈U
(val(x, c)− val∗c ) ≥ EP (val(x,C)− val∗C)
for all x ∈ X .
Lemma 3.2. For any fixed probability distribution P, we have:
OPT ≥ min
x∈X









EP (val(x,C)− val∗C) (1)
= min
x∈X
EP (val(x,C))− EP (val∗C) (2)
= min
x∈X
val(x,EP (C))− EP (val∗C) (3)
Inequality (1) follows from the observation and equality (2) and (3) use the
linearity of the expectation and the objective function.
Notation 3.3. We call a probability distribution P centered if EP (Ci) = cˆi for
all i = 1, ..., n.
Using Lemma 3.2, we get for all centered probability distributions P a lower
bound LB(P) for the optimal value of the regret problem.
Definition 3.4. Given a centered probability distribution P , we set
LB(P) := val(xmid, cˆ)− EP (val∗C)
Note that LB(P ) is indeed a lower bound of OPT , as
OPT ≥ min
x∈X
val(x,EP (C))− EP (val∗C)
= min
x∈X
val(x, cˆ)− EP (val∗C)
= val(xmid, cˆ)− EP (val∗C) = LB(P).
To get the best such bound, one has to find a centered probability distribu-
tion that minimizes EP (val∗C). Due to the linearity of the objective function in c
we know that val∗c ≥ val∗c for all c ∈ U . Hence, it follows that EP (val∗C) ≥ val∗c
for all probability distributions P .
As a consequence we also know that LB(P) ≤ val(xmid, cˆ)−val∗c . This gives
as an immediate upper bound for the lower bound. Note that this upper bound
is not necessarily a lower bound itself. Denote by P the set of all centered
probability distributions on U . We consider the problem of finding the best
possible lower bound, which can be considered as the optimization problem
minP∈P EP (val∗C).
To solve this problem efficiently we restrict the solution space to the special
class P′ of probability distributions as defined as follows. We say a scenario in
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U is an extreme scenario, iff ci ∈ {ci, ci} for all i ∈ N . P′ are all probability
distributions that have only two outcomes c1 and c2 that are both extreme
scenarios and equally likely. From the center property follows that the scenarios
c1 and c2 must be complementary in the sense that if c1i = ci it follows that
c2i = ci and vice versa.
Hence, we can identify every probability distribution P ∈ P′ by the elements
S = {i | c1i = ci} ⊆ N that attain their lower bound. As before, denote by cS
the extreme scenario where cSi = ci ∀i ∈ S and cSi = ci ∀i ∈ S. The probability
distribution P ∈ P′ identified with the set S has, therefore, the nice property







). Hence, the optimization
problem can be simplified to
min
P∈P



















How to solve problem (S) is further analyzed in Section 4. We denote by
LP ∗ the lower bound LP (P ) that is generated by using a probability distribution
minimizing the problem S. We are now in the position to state the main result
of this paper.
Theorem 3.5. The midpoint solution xmid is a λ−approximation for the min-




val(xmid, cˆ)−minS⊆N 12 (val∗cS + val∗cS )
≤ 2.
Proof. The approximation property follows from the preceding argumentation
about the lower bound and Lemma 2.1. To verify the approximation property






) ≤ val∗cxmid + val∗cxmid
≤ val(opt(cxmid), cxmid) + val(xmid, cxmid). (4)
The first inequality follows from the fact that the left hand side is the minimum
of a set valued function over all possible sets S, and the right hand side is just
the same function evaluated for one specific set (the set xmid). The second
inequality holds as val(opt(cxmid), cxmid) ≤ val(xmid, cxmid).
Note that 2val(xmid, cˆ)− val(xmid, cxmid) = val(xmid, cxmid), as seen by the
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following equations.




















We reconsider inequality (4). By adding val(xmid, c
xmid) on the left hand






) + val(xmid, c
xmid)
≤ val(opt(cxmid), cxmid) + val(xmid, cxmid) + 2val(xmid, cˆ)− val(xmid, cxmid)
By rearranging these terms we get:
val(xmid, c
xmid)− val(opt(cxmid), cxmid)






From Lemma 2.1 we know that the left hand side equals Reg(xmid). If
Reg(xmid) = 0, the midpoint solution is already the optimal solution and we are
done, as 0 is a lower bound for all regret problems. Hence, we can assume w.l.o.g.
that Reg(xmid) > 0. In this case we know that val(xmid, cˆ)−minS⊂N 12 (val∗cS +
val∗
cS
) > 0 and we can divide it on both sides to get
val(xmid, c
xmid)− val(opt(cxmid), cxmid)
val(xmid, cˆ)−minS⊂N 12 (val∗cS + val∗cS )
≤ 2.
This shows the claimed bound of λ ≤ 2. By the preceding argumentation we
know that OPT ≥ val(xmid, cˆ)−minS⊂N 12 (val∗cS + val∗cS ) > 0. Using this fact









val(xmid, cˆ)−minS⊆N 12 (val∗cS + val∗cS )
= λ






= val(opt(cxmid), cxmid) + val(xmid, c
xmid),
we can replace all ≤ with = in the proof of Theorem 3.5 and conclude that
λ = 2. This yields the following insight:
Observation 3.6. If the set xmid solves the optimization problem (S) to opti-
mality, then λ = 2.
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If, on the other hand, xmid is not the optimal solution, there is a possibility
to improve the approximation guarantee.
As a general heuristic for the problem (S) we can first solve the classic
optimization problem for the cost vector c, denote the solution that is obtained
in this way by x, and then use the set x for (S). To evaluate the objective
function val∗cx +val
∗
cx , we just have to solve one additional classical optimization
problem for the cost vector cx to obtain val∗cx , as we have already computed
val∗c = val
∗
cx . In the next chapter we consider problem (S) in more detail.
4 Solving the Lower Bound Problem (S)
4.1 General Reformulations
As before, let an arbitrary combinatorial optimization problem of type (P) be
given. The purpose if this section is to compute the best possible lower bound
LP ∗. Recall that to solve problem (S), we need to find a partition of all elements





xi(ci + zi(ci − ci)) +
n∑
i=1
yi(ci − zi(ci − ci)) (5)
s.t. x, y ∈ X (6)
z ∈ Bn (7)
The partition of the set N is modeled via the variables zi, which determine if
an element is in S or in S, respectively. Additionally to the z variables, we
compute two feasible solutions x, y ∈ X such that the total sum of objective
values is minimized.
Note that the formulation (5–7) is nonlinear. As only binary variables are





cixi + ciyi + (ci − ci)zi
)
zi ≥ xi + yi − 1 ∀i ∈ N
x, y ∈ X
z ∈ Bn
However, for the purpose of the following analysis, the problem structure





x, y ∈ X
with fi : {0, 1, 2} → R,
fi(u) =

0 if u = 0
ci if u = 1
ci + ci if u = 2
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In the next sections we show how to solve this problem formulation efficiently
for the shortest path, minimum spanning tree, assignment, and minimum s-t
cut problem. Note that the minmax regret counterpart of all these problems is
strongly NP-hard ([5],[3],[2]).
4.2 The Shortest Path Problem
Given a graph G = (V,E, c) with node set V , edge set E, a cost function
c : E → R+ as well as two nodes s, t ∈ V . The goal is to find the shortest
path from s to t, where the length of a path is the sum over the costs ce
over every edge e of the path. We can describe the shortest path problem
as combinatorial optimization problem over the ground set E with feasible set
X = {x | x represents an s− t path}.
The idea is to create a new graph G′ = (V,E′, c′) with the same node set V
and the edge set E′ = {e = (i, j), e∗ = (i, j) | ∀e = (i, j) ∈ E} containing the
old edge set E as well as one additional parallel edge e∗ for every original edge
e ∈ E. The cost function c′ : E′ → R+ is defined to be ce for every edge e ∈ E
and e for all copied versions e∗. To see that problem (S) reduces to finding two
edge-disjoint s− t paths in G′ can be seen by the following relationship between
two paths in G with cost function f and two edge-disjoint s−t paths in G′. If an
edge e and the copied version e∗ is used on both pats this edge pair contributes
costs of size ce + ce to the objective function which are exactly the same costs
as paid in problem (S) for using an edge twice. If only one edge of the edge pair
e and e∗ is used, due to the lower costs always edge e will be used in an optimal
solution, and, hence, the contribution in the objective function is c, which are
again the same costs as paid in problem (S) for using an edge once. If no edge
of an edge pair is used no costs accrue in both model formulations.
The problem of finding two edge-disjoint paths in G′ can be represented as
minimum cost flow problem or directly solved by Suurballe’s algorithm [17].
Theorem 4.1. LP ∗ can be computed in strongly polynomial time for the short-
est path problem.
4.3 The Minimum Spanning Tree Problem
Given again a graph G = (V,E, c) with node set V , edge set E, and a cost
function c : E → R+. The goal is to find a spanning tree with minimal costs
where the cost of a tree are just the sum over the costs ce over every edge e in
the tree. We can describe the minimum spanning tree problem as combinato-
rial optimization problem over the ground set E with feasible set X = {x | x
represents a spanning tree}.
We can use exactly the same idea used for the shortest path problem and
create the same auxiliary graph G′ = (V,E′, c′). But instead of searching for
two edge-disjoint s− t paths we search for two edge-disjoint minimum spanning
trees in G′. This problem can be solved efficiently as shown in [16].
Theorem 4.2. LP ∗ can be computed in strongly polynomial time for the min-
imum spanning tree problem.
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4.4 The Assignment Problem
In the assignment problem we have given a complete bipartite graph G =
(V,E, c) with a bipartition of the node set in equally sized set V = V1 ∪ V2
and a cost function c′ : E → R+. The goal is to find a perfect matching of
minimum total cost.
It is a well known result that the assignment problem can be transformed to
a a min cost flow problem on an auxiliary graph G′ = (V ′, E′, c′, u′). The idea is
enlarge the graph by introducing one new source node s and one new sink node
t to the graph and to connect s with all vertices of V1 and t with all vertices of
V2. The capacity of all edges is set to 1 and the cost of all edges incident to s or
t is set to 0. We define an auxiliary graph G′′ = (V ′′, E′′, c′′, u′′) similar to G′
by using the same methodology as well as the idea used for the shortest path
or minimum spanning tree problem. We introduce also one new source node s
and one new sink node t to the graph and connect them with the vertices of V1
and V2. Further, we create for every edge e ∈ E a parallel copy e∗. The costs
of all connectors edges are set to 0 and to ce for all edge e ∈ E and to ce for all
copies e∗. The capacity of every connector edge is set to 2 and the capacity of
every edge e ∈ E and their corresponding copy e∗ is set to 1. We can translate
a flow with flow value 2|V1| in G′′ to two assignments. Note that due to the
capacity constraints of the the connecting edges and the required flow value,
two units of flow leave every node of V1 and enter every node of V2. If both
units of flow leaving a node of v1 ∈ V1 are sent through an edge e = (v1, v2) and
their corresponding copy e∗ = (v1, v2), v1 is assigned to v2 in both assignments.
We call two nodes from v and u connected if flow is sent from v to u or from u
to v. After we have removed all nodes assigned in that way we have that every
node of V1 is connected to two different nodes of V2 and vice versa. We pick now
an arbitrary not yet assigned node v1 ∈ V1 that is connected to v2 and v′2 ∈ V2.
We assign v1 to v2 in the first assignment and delete the flow sent from v1 to v2.
By doing this we reduce the number of nodes that are connected to v′2 from 2
to 1. Let v′1 be the node connected to node v
′




2 in the second
assignment and delete the flow sent from v′1 to v
′
2. By doing this we reduce the
number of nodes that are connected to v′1 from 2 to 1. Hence, we know again
which assignment pair we have to pick for the first assignment. By repeating
this argumentation we generate a cycle. Every edge from V1 to V2 (V2 to V1)
in this cycle represents a specific assignment for the first (second) assignment.
If there are still not yet assigned nodes left we can just start the process again
by picking a new not yet assigned node v∗1 ∈ V1. The argumentation about the
costs is the same as in the shortest path or minimum spanning tree problem.
If an specific assignment is made twice two units of flow must be sent through
edge e and their corresponding copy e∗ contributing ce + ce to the costs. If a
specific assignment is made only once the unit of flow will always be sent in an
optimal solution over the cheaper edge e contributing ce to the costs.
Theorem 4.3. LP ∗ can be computed in strongly polynomial time for the as-
signment problem.
4.5 The Minimum s− t Cut Problem
Given a graph G = (V,E, c) with node set V , arc set E, a cost function c : E →
R+ as well as two nodes s, t ∈ V . The goal is to find an s − t cut separating
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s and t with minimal costs. We can describe the minimum s − t cut problem
as combinatorial optimization problem by using the well known IP formulation.






de − pi + pj ≥ 0 ∀e = (i, j) ∈ E
ps − pt ≥ 1
d ∈ B|E|
We transform the graph G to the graph G′ = (V ′, E′, c′) by replacing each
arc with a pair of arcs. We introduce for every arc e = (i, j) ∈ E a new
node ve as well as two new arcs e1 = (i, ve) and e2 = (ve, j). The node set
V ′ = V ∪ {ve | ∀e ∈ E} are all nodes from V combined with all new nodes and
the arc set E′ = {e1, e2 | ∀e ∈ E} is the set of all new generated arcs. The new
cost function c′ is defined as, c′(e1) = ce and c
′(e2) = ce. It can be seen that






de − pi + pve ≥ 0 ∀e = (i, j) ∈ E′
d˜e − pve + pj ≥ 0 ∀e = (i, j) ∈ E′
ps − pt ≥ 2
d, d˜ ∈ B|E′|
Furthermore, as the coefficient matrix for the above problem is total unimodular,
we may solve the problem relaxation instead. As the dual of this problem is a
min-cost flow problem, we conclude that:
Theorem 4.4. LP ∗ can be computed in strongly polynomial time for the min-
imum s− t cut problem.
5 Adapting the Lower Bound for Branch and
Bound Algorithms
To find the optimal solution of NP hard minmax regret problems one might re-
sort on branch and bound algorithms. An important ingredient of an successful
branch and bound algorithm is an effective and easy to compute lower bound
for every node in the branch and bound tree. As every node in a branch and
bound tree defines a restriction for the set of feasible solutions, we have to show
how the lower bound introduced in this paper can be computed, if parts of the
solutions are already fixed, to make it usable in this context.
5.1 Including Fixed Variables
Assume a branch and bound node defines a restricted feasible set X ′ ⊂ X .







Denote by IN(X ′) = {i ∈ N | xi = 1 ∀x ∈ X ′} the set of all ground elements
that have to be part of every feasible solution in X ′ and by OUT (X ′) = {i ∈
N | xi = 0 ∀x ∈ X ′} the set of all ground elements that must not be part of
any feasible solution in X ′. Using Lemma 2.1 we can restrict the set U to the
set U ′ = {c ∈ U | ci = ci∀i ∈ IN(X ′)∧ ci = ci∀i ∈ OUT (X ′)} without changing
the problem. Next we use the argumentation as before but instead of letting P
















EP ′(val(x,C))− EP ′(val∗C)
= min
x∈X ′
val(x,EP ′(C))− EP ′(val∗C) =: LP (P ′)
Note that if the solution is completely fixed that means X ′ = {x′} then also
U ′ = {c′} reduces to a set with only one element. In this case the probability
distribution P has only one outcome – the vector c′ – and, hence, the lower
bound equals Reg(x′) which is an upper bound of the optimal regret value.
Therefore, the gap between lower bound and upper bound vanishes for this
branch and bound node.
5.2 Branch and Bound Algorithm for the Minmax Regret
Shortest Path Problem
As before, we assume we are given a graph G = (V,E, c) with node set V , edge
set E, a cost function c : E → R+ as well as two nodes s, t ∈ V . In [15] a
branch and bound algorithm for the minmax regret shortest path problem is
presented. We refer to [15] for a detailed description of the branching scheme.
Given a node in the branching tree described by the set X ′ of feasible solutions.
They use as lower bound for the regret of this node
LBold(X ′) = SP (c, IN(X ′), OUT (X ′))− SP (cOUT (X ′), ∅, ∅)
where SP (c, A,B) is the value of the shortest s− t path including all edge in A
and excluding all edges of B for the cost vector c. Applying our approach we
get as lower bound for a distribution P ′.
LBnew(X ′) = min
x∈X ′




ce − cˆe + SP (cˆ, IN(X ′), OUT (X ′))− EP ′(val∗C)
The problem of choosing a good distribution P ′ can again be reformulated as a
mincost flow problem or directly solved with Suurballe’s algorithm applied on
a accordingly adjusted instance, see Section 4.2. We create again for each arc
e a parallel copy e∗ but instead of assigning cost of ce to e and ce to e
∗ for all
arcs, we assign ∀e ∈ IN(X ′) (∀e ∈ OUT (X ′)) costs of ce (ce) to arc e and his
copy e∗. For all other arcs e /∈ IN(X ′) ∪ OUT (X ′) we use the common cost
assignment. Hence the effort of computing LBnew(X ′) is roughly three shortest
path computations, which is still reasonable compared to the two shortest path
computations needed to compute LBold(X ′).
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6 Experiments
We illustrate the strength of the proposed lower bound using the shortest path
problem as an example.
Instances In [15] two different type of random generated graphs classes are
considered.
The graph family R-n-c-δ consists of randomly generated graphs such that each
graph has n nodes and an approximate arc density of δ. Arcs connect random
pair of vertices and the costs are randomly generated such that 0 ≤ ce ≤ ce ≤ c.
The start vertex s is the first node of the graph and the end vertex t is the last
node of the graph.
The second graph family K-n-c-d-w are layered graphs. Every layer is com-
pletely connected to the next layer. The start node s is connected to the first
layer and the last layer is connected to the end node t. The complete graph
consists of n nodes and every layer of w nodes. To generate the costs a random
number m is sampled from the interval [1, c]. Next the upper bound cost ce is
sampled randomly from the interval [m, (1 + d)m] and analog the cost ce from
[(1− d)m,m].
Environment All experiments were conducted on an Intel Core i5-3470 pro-
cessor, running at 3.20 GHz, 8 GB RAM under Windows 7. We used CPLEX
version 12.6. Only one core was used for all computations.
6.1 Size of the Lower Bound
In this experiment we compute the improved lower bound for the approximation
ratio of the midpoint solution. We implemented Suurballe’s algorithm to solve
the lower bound problem (S). The results are given by Table 1. The first column
λ gives the improved approximation guarantee. The second column Tabs gives
the absolute time needed to solve Suurballe’s algorithm and the third column
Trel gives the ratio of time needed to compute the lower bound and the time
needed to compute the upper bound. Every experiment is done on 20 graphs
randomly generated from the corresponding graph class.
The approximation guarantees are always below 2 showing the potential of
the new lower bound. As expected, for small instances the improvement is
weakest, as in a lot of small instances the mid point already solves the lower
bound problem optimal (see Observation 3.6). To compute the lower bound
we have to do one shortest path computation (to find the value of the mid
point path) as well as one run of Suurballe’s algorithm. The computation of the
upper bound needs two shortest path computations, one to find the worst case
value of the mid point path and one to compute the value of the regret path.
As expected the computational effort of Suurballe’s algorithm is comparable to
two shortest path computations this results in a time ratio of circa 1.5.
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λ Tabs Trel
R-10-1000-1 1.714 0.001 1.500
R-100-1000-0.5 1.661 0.001 1.194
R-500-1000-0.5 1.534 0.017 1.525
R-1000-1000-0.5 1.621 0.057 1.621
R-1000-10-0.5 1.558 0.049 1.643
R-10000-1000-0.01 1.614 0.250 1.597
R-10000-1000-0.05 1.650 0.881 1.822
K-102-1000-0.9-2 1.936 0.001 1.276
K-402-1000-0.9-10 1.744 0.004 1.408
K-1002-1000-0.9-10 1.714 0.010 1.595
K-2002-1000-0.9-10 1.734 0.023 1.394
K-4002-1000-0.9-10 1.727 0.036 1.415
Table 1: Average performance of the new approximation guarantee.
6.2 Branch and Bound Algorithm: Comparison of Lower
Bounds
We compare the performance of four different algorithms. The first two algo-
rithms use the branching scheme suggested in [15]. The only difference of these
two algorithms is the method to compute the lower bound. In the first algorithm
(BBnew) we use our lower bound LBnew and in the second algorithm (BBold)
we implemented the lower bound LBold. For the third algorithm (CPX) we
compute the IP formulation of the minmax regret problem and use CPLEX to
solve this formulation. The fourth algorithm (BB∗new) is again a branch and
bound algorithm using lower bound LBnew but instead of computing the worst
case path in every branch and bound node we compute the mid point solution.
In this way we save one shortest path computation to compute LBnew. For
small instances we compare the time needed for each algorithm to solve the
problem to optimality (see Table 2) for larger instances we compare the gaps
between the lowest lower bound and the best upper bound after a time limit
of 30 seconds (see Table 3). Every experiment is done on 10 graphs randomly
generated from the corresponding graph class.
Note that it was not our main goal to implement a very efficient BB algorithm
to compete with CPLEX. Instead we compare the use of different lower bounds
in one branching algorithm.
As expected the running time considerably improves using the new lower
bound. Figure 1 in Appendix A illustrates the development of the different
lower bounds for one single run of the BB algorithm. In most instances we
can improve the time of the branch and bound algorithm even further if we
branch with respect to the mid point path instead of the worst case path, as
this branching method reduces the time to compute the lower bound.
If we compare the performance of the branch and bound algorithm with
CPLEX we see that CPLEX tends to perform like the BB algorithm on graphs
of type R but outperforms the branch and bound algorithm on graphs of type K.
This might question the use of this branching scheme overall. But it is interest-
ing to note that for very big instances the BB algorithm is preferable to CPLEX
(see Table 3). As the LP relaxation of the minmax regret IP formulation is
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Time in seconds BBnew BBold CPX BB
∗
new
R-100-1000-0.5 0.153 0.175 0.176 0.062
R-500-1000-0.01 0.317 0.548 0.134 0.259
R-1000-1000-0.01 1.535 6.409 1.059 1.697
R-1500-1000-0.01 5.825 223.980 6.766 5.444
K-62-20-0.9-5 0.159 0.435 0.034 0.106
K-62-20-0.9-10 0.071 0.055 0.047 0.037
K-122-40-0.9-5 5.033 440.930 0.075 3.761
K-122-40-0.9-10 0.282 3.207 0.089 0.229
Table 2: Average time to solve to optimality (in s).
Gap in % BBnew BBold CPX BB
∗
new
K-2002-20-0.9-2 49.962 98.027 0.000 46.391
K-2002-20-0.9-10 35.926 96.308 0.037 38.365
K-4002-20-0.9-20 35.921 97.604 100.000 38.731
R-10000-1000-0.001 11.320 45.455 100.000 9.200
Table 3: Average gap after 30 seconds time limit (in %).
difficult to solve and close to the IP formulation, CPLEX spends most time
on solving the LP relaxation. After the LP relaxation is solved only relatively
view time is needed to close the gap to the IP . For the two big graph classes
in Table 3 CPLEX could not solve the LP formulation of a single problem after
30 seconds, hence we assigned a gap of 100% to these graph classes.
7 Conclusions and Further Research
In this work we further refined the analysis of the most widely researched gen-
eral approximation algorithm to minmax regret optimization: The midpoint
solution. By underestimating the worst-case over all scenarios using a purpose
constructed probability distribution, we find a new proof for the well-known
result that the midpoint solution is a 2-approximation. However, the proof
technique yields further insight, as it can be used to construct approximation
guarantees that are dependent on the given instance.
To this end, an optimization problem over probability distributions needs to
be solved to gain the strongest possible estimate. We show that this problem
can easily be solved for many well-known combinatorial optimization problems.
Finally, the analysis was further complemented using experimental data for
randomly created uncertain shortest path problems. Our results suggest that
the new performance guarantee improves the already known guarantee of 2 for
most instances and can be computed very fast. The knowledge about the better
performance guarantee and the lower bound can be used to considerably improve
existing branch and bound algorithms.
For further research it would be interesting to find an algorithm that has an
approximation guarantee that is strictly less than 2 or show some inapproxima-
bility results for min max regret problems.
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A Appendix
Figure 1 shows the different developments of the gap using the branch and
bound algorithm suggested in [15]. The green line shows the gap using the old
lower bound in the BB algorithm and the red line shows the gap using the new















Figure 1: Comparison between branch and bound gap over time for the old and
the new approach.
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